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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoonThank you for choosing this sessionSea rise and coastal storms are coming.I will attempt to give you a short primer on the implications to coastal communities in British Columbia
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentation will flow through three general topicsThe global scenarioWhat that looks like in BC coastal watersWhat are the implications



Global Sea Level Rise 



CO2 Background 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the historical and present quantities of CO2 in the atmosphereHistorically going back 400,000 years ago (which covers the last 4 ice ages)And where we are today.Much higher than the planet has seen for awhileI am going to assume everyone is familiar with the general implications of increasing CO2, rising temperatures and the effects on ice melting and sea levels in general



Present Temperature Trends 

Credit: NASA GISS (October 2016) 
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Presentation Notes
This shows the general recent trends of temperature increases averaged over the planetAir temp over land surfaces about 1.2 deg C above long term recordAir temp over the oceans about 0.6 deg C



Heat (Energy) Content 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But it is not just air temp that is importantThis shows the increase in heat content as a result of the solar irradiance imbalanceThe red shows the increase over land – not very greatThe blues show the increase over the “shallow” ocean and the “deep” oceanClearly the ocean is storing a lot of heat and it is that heat that is driving both the weather changes we are seeing and through various mechanisms the ongoing sea level riseYou can check the differences between heat in the atmosphere and heat in the ocean yourselfThe ice cube test



Ocean Temperature Anomalies 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the current ocean temperature anomalies over the oceans as of ThursdayRed is warmer than normalBlue is colderThe distribution is not uniform and it is not constant If you look at the distribuition off BC you can see it is somewhat colder right now compared to the averageAnyone remember the Warm Blob from a few years ago?It’s not there today.Changes are largely related to changes in wind patterns, ocean current patterns and overturning in the ocean



Historical Pace of Global SLR 

From Hansen et al (2015) – reflecting work by Hay et al (2015) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the historical trend of average SLR over the globe since 1900I think you can see the general increase in average rate over the previous centuryThe red data points are satellite measures of sea level rise after accounting for all the seasonal and tectonic effectsWe have gone from 0.6 mm/yr in 1900 (pre-industrial) to 3.3 mm/yr over the last 20 some years



Recent Global Mean Sea Level Rise 
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Presentation Notes
If we look a bit closer at the satellite record it suggest even more interesting effectsClearly something is changing in recent times The sharp drop in 2011 has been shown to be largely due to the absorbtion of moisture from heavy rains by the Australian continent after a long and serious droughtSince that event the data suggests a slowly increasing rise Although there are cycles that can span several years so we have to be careful about over interpreting the trendsA few more years of measurements are needed to say if this might be a persistent trend



Recent Global Mean Sea Level Rise 
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6 mm/yr 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nevertheless if we do the absolute stupidious engineering thing and draw a straight line the data suggests we might be seeing an average of 6 mm/yr – that’s a doubling over the satelite record over the first 10 years



Paleoclimate Background 
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Presentation Notes
Lets go back and look at what happened after the last ice age when the ice started to meltFor the last 6000 years sea levels were rising at about 0.5 mm/yr Essentially the same as the 0.6 mm/yr at the start of the previous century



Paleoclimate Background 
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Presentation Notes
However about 20000 years ago, when the ice really started to melt sea levels rose at about 3.1 mm/yrAbout the same as over the longer term satellite record since the early 1990s



Paleoclimate Background 
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50 mm/yr 
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Presentation Notes
Then what apparently suddenly happened sea levels started rising at significantly higher rates 50 mm/yr over 3000 years and then slowly ramping down until about 8000 years ago.



CO2 Record 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows how temperatures varied the last time all the ice in the world melted  about 65 million years ago.  Temperatures rose over 10s of thousands of yearsThe red curve shows how temperatures are expected to rise today if we continue to burn fossil fuels at present rates.We are not at the top of the curve and there are good though perhaps not yet realized intentions to prevent us getting the that extreme 6 deg temp increaseThe take home message here is that temperatures are rising WAY faster this timeJumping over a lot of physics and chemistry it seems reasonable to say that SLR should be faster than that paleographic curve I showed you earlier



What’s happening in BC 
coastal waters? 



Recent NE Pacific Sea Level Rise 
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Source:  Hamlington, B.D. et al, “An ongoing shift in Pacific Ocean Sea Level, JGR, 121, 5084-5097, 2016  

1993 - 2015 

1 Pacific NW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the trend over the north pacific over the satellite recordYellow corresponds to approximately 3 mm/yrRed corresponds to approximately 10 mm/yrRecently a very interesting study was done looking at the trends in three localized areasBox 1 is the area located over the offshore BC waters



Recent Pacific NW Sea Level Rise Trends 
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Total Sea Level 

El Nino – La Nina Effect 

 Longer Term Oscillation 

Source:  Hamlington, B.D. et al, “An ongoing shift in Pacific Ocean Sea Level, JGR, 121, 5084-5097, 2016  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The trend over the satellite record in Box 1 is hereThe red line is the total sea level riseThe blue line comes from some analysis the authors did to link amount of total sLR that can be related to the effects of El Nino and La NinaNot too muchThe black line is the component that can be related to non El Nino – La Nina effectsIs it the result of cycles of changes in wind patterns, ocean currents or overturning (remember the Warm Blob) – too early to sayClearly however there has been a recent increase since about 2012Before that there was no long term effectAs of 2016 the net increase is about 100 mm over 5 ish years



Recent Pacific NW Sea Level Rise Trends 
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Total Sea Level 

El Nino – La Nina Effect 

 Longer Term Oscillation 

≈ 33 mm/yr 

Source:  Hamlington, B.D. et al, “An ongoing shift in Pacific Ocean Sea Level, JGR, 121, 5084-5097, 2016  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again if we draw the engineers straight line it turns out to be about 33 mm/yrAre we in the process of repeating that sudden rise as clearly the big ice sheets in Greenland and Antartica are melting at faster and faster ratesAgain it is too early to tellAnother 5 to 10 years of measurements will start to tell a more certain story



Recent Pacific NW Sea Level Rise Trends 
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Source:  Port of Vancouver Flooding Study 2017 (Draft Report) – interpretation by SNC Lavalin 

1998 El Nino/PDO peak 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows some long term trend analysis of the recorded water level data from the tide gauge in VancouverAgain an increased trend in local sea level since about 2000 equal to 6 mm/yr on average.There ups and downs that can be coorelated to the variations found in the satellite record that I showed earlier.



Recent Pacific NW Sea Level Rise Trends 
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Source:  Port of Vancouver Flooding Study 2017 (Draft Report) – interpretation by SNC Lavalin 

1998 El Nino/PDO peak 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And in the last few years that rate is also fasterBut again clearly more another 5 to 10 years of data is required.



2011 BC SLR Planning Guidance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does this mean for BCThe red line is the sea level rise curve recommended by the province in 2011 for planning purposesI admit to being largely responsible for suggesting the straight red lineIt was an effort to simply a complex process and get the thinking startedDeliberately a bit conservative by 2050 and less conservative by 2200 because we recognized the uncertainty inhererent in the 2007 background data and the fact that this uncertainly we become refined with time and there would be opportunity to revisit the line.



Updated Guidance Summary 

AR5 2014 RCP 8.5 UB  

Hansen et al, 2016  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These curves are an update on the 2011 line based on the science since 2007 and the evaluation of that in 2010-2011We don’t have time to go through the details but the green and black curves are based on AR5 released by the IPCC in 2014.  The red curve is based on the recent paper published by Dr James Hansen and 17 other scientists in 2016.  The red curve is a reasonably upper bound curve on expectations today.  I hope this is as bad as it it going to get by 2100.



Sea Level Rise Guidance 2018 
Hansen et al, 2016 
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Presentation Notes
The outcome of all these curves is there is little if any doubt that SLR will occur faster than we thought in 2011.It doesn’t make a big difference who we believe up to say 2050.  The big question is where will the actual rate of rise?Hopefully somewhere between the two limitsThere is no doubt thought that 1 m of SLR is comingWill it be in 2060 ish (40 years from now) or 2100I will let you make your own conclusionsBe sure to watch for the signs thoughUnfortunately nothing is ever released that says SLR is going to slow down in our lifetimes.



What do we do? 
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What do we know? 
› - Trends in modelling and in measurements (ice mass and sea 

level) consistent with faster rates of sea level rise 

• - Available data sets are short but 5 to 10 more years will 
clarify the picture 

• - Clarification will crystallize adaptation actions 

• - Either SLR rate model is still good for short term (25 year) 
options 

› Typical residency times on a property 
› Typical mortgages 
› Re-sale value 
 

• - Longer life infrastructure will be most affected 
› Major coastal infrastructure – how long do we want/expect it to last? 
› Land re-development – how much more challenging will we make 

adaptation? 
› Re-sale of property – will we realize “nest egg” planning? 
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Presentation Notes
Lets consider what these these times (40 years to 1 m ) mean to us todayIn the short term (say 25 years) really talking about the value of waterfront property or low lying landsThe mortgage houses in the US are already signalling that they are seriously reviewing mortage granting in coastal areasOver the longer term we are challanged in how to plan, design and count on the services that large infrastructure investments  are intended to provideFolks buying or investing in at risk properties should probably be asking who do they sell to at the end



What does this mean for 
BC 



Wave Effect and Structures 
 Vertical Walls 

≈ 5 to 10 times 
wave height 

 at 
 breaking  

Hb 

Spray, overtopping, flooding and spray loads 
occur inland 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to go through a very quick coastal engineering 101 session  right now.The flooding hazard during coastal storms is really all about the wave effects at the shoreline, what the shoreline looks like and what is behind it.This graphic is typically of many coastal sites,A low lying coastal bench.  A couple of meters above high tide at bestThe graphic has been carefully scaled to be representativeIf you have a storms waves will start to break offshore.  We are going to use the height of that breaking wave as our guideIf the property has a seawall the effects from waves interacting against the seawall can go 5 to 10 time the height of that breaking wave.The spray can travel the same distance inshoreThat leads to flooding and spray loads – and those spray loads in a storm can be dangerous to people and to normal buildings if they are close to the shoreline edge



Wave Effect and Structures 
Steep Slopes - Revetments 

≈ 2 to 3 times 
 wave height  

at  
breaking  

Hb 

Spray, overtopping and flooding 
also occurs 
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Presentation Notes
If there is a rock revetment the effects are not as severe but the wave effects still come up 2 – 3 times the height of the rock revetment



Wave Effect and Structures 
 Gentle Slopes - Beaches 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have a natural shoreline, or you build or enhance the beach the waves only come up the same height.The costs and the risks change substantially and the nature of the shoreline, the depths of water close to the shoreline and the exposure of the site deserve very careful attentions



Implications – Civic Infrastructure 

Credit: Scott Tanner, 28 Dec 2010 

Dec 2010 – Qualicum Beach 

Ports and Terminals: 
• flooding of facilities 
• security of stored goods 
• safety of staff and passengers 
• life of capital investments 
• frequency of maintenance repairs 
• environmental implications 
• disposal of materials 

Municipal Infrastructure: 
• safety of shoreline infrastructure 

•Cars 
•Pedestrians 

•Reliability of service (treatment, hydro substations) 
• safety of dikes 
• life of capital investments 
• frequency of maintenance repairs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graphic showed a nice little house on the coast.But there are important and related consequences on all types of coastal facilitiesWe don’t have time to go through these one by one,  The picture on the left is from Tswassen ferry terminal in a recent storm when sailings were cancelling.  You can see the flooding and there were some issues with infrastructure in this area.The picture on the left is from the waterfront of Qualicum Beach some years ago.  That amount of spray is fun to go down and watch but it can and will get worse  It will eventually be a safety issue for pedestrians and for vehicles on the road.



Implications - Individuals 

Waterfront Property: 
• damage to shoreline edge 
• damage to landscaping  
• damage to building/house 
• value of property 
• frequency of maintenance repairs 

Where to Live: 
• exposure to flooding from other properties 
• long term value of investment 
• ability to get insurance 
• ability to get mortgage 
• implications to “nest egg”  
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Presentation Notes
The picture here on the left is along a park.  This was not a severe storm and the wave shown is only soaking the grass.  However during the storm enough water went over the road which is just on the left and flooded housing in some low lying land on the other side of the road.The graphic on the left is an area in the District of North Saanich were we recently calculated the likely Flood Construction Levels that should be considered for 0.5 and 1 m.  The colour patches show the properties that will be affected.  The numbers show the elevations of the Flood Construction level.  They are too small for you to read but they do show how the levels can change significantly along small sections of shoreline



Implications - Environment 

Coastal Edge 
• saline effects on vegetation 
• Implications to birds 
• Implications to marine habitat 
• coastal squeeze 
• loss of natural carbon sequestration (Blue Carbon) 

Shoreline Interaction: 
• Natural tendency to Protect 

• increased water reflection 
• increased shoreline erosion 
• increased turbidity 
• adverse implications to shallow subtidal and intertidal habitat 
• expensive 
 

• Managed Retreat 
•Increased shoreline erosion – loss of waterfront property value 
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Presentation Notes
There are going to be other effects as well.It the choice is made to protect a piece of shoreline, that protection will still have consequences to the environment.  Something that is just starting to be understood is the last one – erosion or loss of salt marshes and marine vegation is actually resulting in the loss of the single largest natural positive carbon sequestration process.  Loosing a marsh is like burning more carbon.Moving away from the shore (managed retreat we like to call it) is going to result in shoreline erosion, which leads to sedimentation and turbidy elsewhere and a  loss of property value.



What do we do? 
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Next Steps 
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Think carefully 

 
Plan Wisely 

 
Be Proactive 

 
Hire a Coastal Engineer 

 



›Thank You 
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Our values keep us anchored and on track. They speak to how we run our business, how we express  
ourselves as a group, and how we engage with our stakeholders and inspire their trust.  

Teamwork & excellence 
We’re innovative, collaborative, competent and visionary. 

Customer focus 
Our business exists to serve and add long-term value to our customers’ organizations. 

Strong investor return 
We seek to reward our investors’ trust by delivering competitive returns. 

Health & safety, security and environment 
We have a responsibility to protect everyone who comes into contact with our organization. 

Ethics & compliance 
We’re committed to making ethical decisions. 

Respect 
We consistently demonstrate respect for all our stakeholders. 

Values that guide us 
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